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4-Person Tag 

From CanFitPro 

 

Three players hold hands, the other person is outside the triangle. Decide who the outside person 

will tag. The outside person tries to tag that person while the three holding hands try to prevent 

it. 
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All It Sponge Tag 

By: John Byl 

The goal is to be last one standing and not get hit with a sponge. 

 

The equipment is half a soft sponge. 

 

Delineate a playing area and give each player (running players) one sponge. 

Players throw a sponge at other players. If a player is struck by a sponge they must sit down. 

Down players can slide on their butts to retrieve a stray sponge. If they hit a running player with 

a sponge the running player sits down and the seated player is a running player again. 

Jumping Jack Variation 

 

When a player gets hit she does jumping jacks until all players are out but one. 
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Barnyard Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

A couple of ITS (wearing farmer's hats) hold a stuffed barn-yard animal (cow, sheep, duck...). 

When another player is tagged they walk around and make noises like the barn-yard animal they 

were tagged by (like poison tag but the players keep moving). If another non-animal player, and 

non-IT player touches the animal they are regular humans again. The ITS try to make everyone 

an animal.  

 

A variation would be to be zoo-keepers in Africa, or Asia, or... and use the native animals to that 

area. 
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Beetle Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

One person holds a long noodle across their belly so it sticks out on either side of them. This 

person runs and tries to bump into people with a part of this extended noodle. If they are 

successful they pass the noodle on to the tagged person and this tagged player is a new it. 

 

It will be hard for only one player to tag others so have several players be it. The beetles can 

work together, and it keeps everyone more active. 
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Birthday Tag 

By: M. Cunnington 

Define your boundaries with the students.  They need to line up on a line and the teacher must 

define a line on the other end of the gym to where the students must run to.  The teacher must 

pick a student to be it and they stand in the middle.  When the it person calls a month, if the other 

students have a birthday in that month they run to the other end of the gym without getting 

tagged.  If they are tagged they must sit down and try and tag others who are running.  The it 

person goes through different months, but if they called birthday, everyone left must run across.  

The teacher can change it up by adding more than one it person.  Also this game works best in 

larger groups. 

Forum Ideas 

Variation by John Byl: 

Can also use other characteristics: birth order, country of origin, if they live on a road, street, 

crescent.... 
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Box Tag 

By: John Byl 

Four players are in a smallish space (maybe a square seven paces by seven paces). 

 

One player is assigned to be IT. The IT tags the other players and when they have been tagged 

they step outside the box. When the last player has been tagged everyone goes into the box and 

the first player tagged from the previous game is the new IT. 

 

A variation is that the tagged players do jumping jacks in the place they were tagged. These 

jumping players, simply because they are in the playing area--make it more difficult for the 

tagger to tag the remaining players (and the tagged players are remaining active 
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Chicken Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

Designate 2-3 players to IT within a designated area. It tries to tag other players. The runners can 

be safe from IT if they are holding a rubber chicken (have 4-5 chickens). If they are being chased 

by IT, they can call out "chicken" to ask to receive a chicken from other runners. Runners can  

hold the chickens for 5 seconds before they must throw the chicken to another player. Players 

learn to be aware of where the other players are and they learn to work cooperatively to protect 

people from being tagged. If tagged, runners should change places with IT. 
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Christians vs. Communists 

By: Catriona Watt 

Materials needed: 

pinnies or a way to differentiate between two teams 

 

Object of the game:  

FOR Christians: the object is to have all the members on their team be located in the "church" (or 

all but a few members) 

FOR Communists: the object is to tag all Christians and have them in "jail" 

 

To do before the game begins: 

Set boundaries 

Divide everyone evenly into two teams: Christians and Communists  

Then have everyone (both teams) close their eyes and select a person on the communist team to 

actually be a Christian posing as a Communist. 

Tell this person, who is undercover, to decide on a location for the "church". This location 

should be suggested to be somewhat hidden.  

Designate the person that guesses will be given to for the identity of the impostor/undercover 

person. 

 

Game Play: 

The Christian team will be given some time to disperse. Then the Communist team will be 

allowed to begin tagging.  

During this time, the Impostor (Christian pretending to be a Communist) will also begin 

"tagging" but they will be trying to spread word of the church location. They do not have to tag 

Christians, but may choose to do so to keep their identity hidden. It is their job to tell as many 

Christians as possible the location of the church, so that the team may assemble there and win the 

game.  

 

Catch: 

If the Communist team finds out the identity of the impostor on their team, then they win. To do 

this, they have three guesses at the name of the person. These guesses must be given to a 

designated person running the game. 

 

Jail: 

After Christian team members have been tagged, they must walk WITH the person who has 

tagged them to the jail (if the Communist team member does not walk with them, they do not 
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have to go to jail). Once in jail, the communist team member can leave and return to find another 

person to tag. The person in jail must wait there until one of their team members tags the jail. 

(NOte: often a baseball area is used, and tagging the jail means touching the metal fence). The 

jail cannot be guarded too closely (5 large paces away). The person who tags the jail must yell 

out "JAIL BREAK" and all those in jail are free to run but may be caught in the process (if they 

are caught, the must be escorted back to jail).  

 

If the Church Location is discovered before game end: 

If a Communist team member finds a small group of Christians in the church location, then the 

undercover Christian must choose a new location for the church during gameplay. This adds to 

the importance of choosing a good church location. 

 

NOTE TO PERSON RUNNING GAME: the undercover Christian IS ALLOWED to choose the 

church location as the jail, but then ALL members must be in the jail in order to win. The win 

does go to the Christians instead of the Communist team in this special case- but my suggestion 

is to not suggest this option to the undercover/impostor, just to be aware of this possibility.  

 

I hope this is clear, feel free to ask questions/clarify  

Great game and again feel free to change wording of team names, church (safe house), and jail 

(prison, POW camp). I just learned the game with these namesChristmas is Coming! 
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Reindeer Tag 

By: Chris Wilson 

 

Reindeer Tag - Purchase reindeer antlers from a dollar store to be used to indicate who is it.  The 

reindeer should hold hands and travel in pairs (just like pulling the sled).Those who are caught 

should lie on the ground frozen in the shape of a candy cane until someone comes and frees 

them.  

 

 

Don't be afraid to add your own Christmas games. 
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Continuous Butt Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

For Butt Tag the participants all stand on the edge of a playing area, each with a pool noodle in 

their hand. On the signal from the leader, "Butts In!" the players go into the playing area and try 

and tag each other on the butts with the pool noodle. If a person is tagged on the butt the person 

goes out of the playing court. When quite a few people are out (about every 10-15 seconds) then 

call "Butts In" and everyone is in again--players are never out for a long time. 

 

Next week I plan to do this game with 130 people but I do not have enough pool noodles. So the 

rule change will simply be that if you get tagged on the butt go out of the court and give your 

pool noodle to someone that is waiting--therefore the name, Continuous Butt Tag. Once a player 

has a pool noodle they are in the game. There should be very little waiting around but lots of 

activity and laughter. 

 

Forum Ideas 

Variation by Chris Wilson: 

With such large numbers you could create entry lines on the side. Eliminated players give the 

noodle to a person at the front of a line and go to the back of the line. New player enters and the 

line moves forward. Lines could be doing jumping jacks to keep everybody active. Leader 

determines the number of lines needed and can adjust as the game is played. 
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Everyone It Octopus Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

Everyone is a fish and is IT. When a fish is tagged she becomes an octopus. The octopus cannot 

move her feet but can reach out with her tentacles (hands) and touch other fish as they run by. 

When a fish is touched by an octopus that fish also becomes an octopus--if the last few people 

take too long to tag each other then give them 10 seconds to tag someone and then restart the 

game with everyone moving again. 
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Fitness Reaction Game 

By: John Byl 

 

This game involves two players. Player one stands with her back to the other player and holds 

her hands behind with palms up.  

 

Place an object (bean bag, ball, popsicle stick....--smaller objects are more difficult to pick up) 

about five metres behind player one. 

 

Player two stands behind an end line 10 metres away and runs to Player one. When Player two 

pats the hands of player one, player two runs back to the end line and picks up the object on the 

way back. Player one tries to tag player two before player two is able to both pick up the object 

and cross the end line. If tagged, players switch positions (or see how many times out of ten tries 

player two can successfully pick up the object and cross the end line without getting tagged). 
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Giants, Wizards, and Elves 

By: John Byl 

 

Played like Rock, Paper, Scissors. 

 

Players find a partner and hop three times together. On the third hop they act out their chosen 

character. 

 

Elves squat down with two fingers held at their ears and make a screeching noise. 

Giants stand on tippy toes with raised arms and make a roaring sound. 

Wizards stretch out their hands as if casting a spell. 

 

Elves shoot Wizards, Wizards frazzle Giants, and Giants squash Elves. 

 

Could also be played with two teams. The whole team decides on which creature they will be. 

The two teams all hop together and act out their chosen character. Teams should be standing 

three paces apart. The winning team tries to tag players from the losing side before they return to 

a safety line three paces back from their starting point. If a player is tagged they join the team 

they were tagged by. 
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Heads and Tails 

By: John Byl 

 

Sometimes we need a quick elimination game and here is one I learned recently. 

 

Participants put their hands on their head or their butts. Toss a coin, if it is heads the heads win 

and stay standing, and if it is tails the tails wins and stay standing. The others are eliminated. Go 

again till only one person is left standing. 

 

I got to thinking about this game as one you could also use for other purposes. Maybe have two 

different exercises, for example jumping jacks or jogging around the gym. Participants select 

their choice by placing their hands on their heads or butts, flip a coin to see who does jumping 

jacks; if it is heads, heads do jumping jacks and tails jog, if it is tails the tails do jumping jacks 

and heads go for a jog. 

 

You could also have students pair up across the middle of a large space with a safe line about 

four metres behind each side. One of the pairs is a tail, the other is a head--they decide. Flip a 

coin and call out if a head or tail is on top. Whoever's side is called needs to run to the safe line 

without being tagged. If they make it safely they score one point, if they get tagged the tagger 

scores a point. Play again. 

 

Forum Ideas 

Variation by Laurie: 

I used your Heads and tails game with a different twist.  The winners got to choose the exercise 

for the non winners to perform.  I put a limit on the number of repetitions depending on the age 

group I was working with.  For my grade 1 students the limit was 10.    

This could also be used for integrating a math lesson on probability.  We kept track on a piece of 

chart paper the number of times "heads" came up and the number of times it was "tails".  Once 

the students had a visual on how many times one side came up over another, it started infuencing 

which side they chose!   My students loved it. 

 

Variation by Chris Wilson: 

How about a heads and tails version of "Crows & Cranes". Set up team teams in lines facing 

each other at the center of the gym. Identify one line as heads and one as tails. Teacher will toss a 

coin into the center of the line. If it comes up heads, the heads team chases the tails team, trying 

to tag them before they get across a line. 

 

Variation by John Byl: 

If there are a lot of people make this more of a Crows and Cranes tag game where players can 

run around the space till they are tagged. With a lot of people those being tagged try to get lost in 

the crowd. 
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Variation by Chris Wilson: 

Maybe even individual "Heads & Tails". Each pair lines up at the center line and they throw a 

coin. The chase is on. If you tag the player you get a token to show your win. Hair ties from the 

dollar store work well. Whether you were caught or not, everyone goes to centre and finds a new 

partner to play right away. Object is to collect as many hair ties as possible. For safety, you 

should return to center along the side to avoid runners. 
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Hot Dog Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

Similar to Parallel Tag so students were calling it Hot Dog Tag. When you are tagged you lay 

down straight and call, "I need buns!" Two other people lie beside you, "the  

buns," and you are free to run around again. 

 

Now there's a game for hot dog day for all you hot dogs. 

 

Variation: 

One teacher said that they were missing the condiments so the put a bucket with tennis balls in 

the middle of the game. If someone got tagged they first asked for condiments (three tennis balls;  

for relish, mustard, and ketchup), then for hot buns. 
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Junkyard 

By: John Byl 

 

Junkyard consists of a team of about 10 people, 5 are junk cars, 2 are wreckers, and 3 are 

mechanics.  

 

Set up a four pylon 2-metre square. About 6-7 metres away set up another similar square. Half of 

a volleyball court well with one square in one corner and another square in the opposite corner 

with one metre around the back of each square.  

 

5 junk cars are in one square. 3 mechanics are in the opposite square. 2 wreckers are between the 

squares.  

 

The object for the mechanics is to get all the junk cars to the mechanics square. The object for 

the 2 wreckers it to get everyone in the junk square.  

 

The mechanics try to run across to the junk cars and tag one of them. They both try to run back 

to the mechanics square. If either one or both are tagged while outside of the mechanics square 

or the junk square they go to the junk square. If the wreckers tag all the mechanics the wreckers 

win. If the mechanics manage to get all the junk cars to the mechanics square the mechanics win.  

 

Maybe give a three or four minute time limit to speed things along and then switch player 

positions. 
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Knee Tag 

By: John Byl 

Two similar sized players stand opposite each other.  

 

The goal of the game is to try to tag each other's knees as often as possible in one minute. Take a 

break and try again. 

 

Have players think through (and talk about) ways that help them keep balance (feet shoulder 

width apart, shuffling not crossing feet when moving...), protecting with the use of hands, being 

in a crouched position (legs in a great position for forearm pass in volleyball...) 
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Laser Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

I was visiting a student teacher the other day and he shared a wild and active game with me. 

Warning: this game does use human targets.  

 

Goal for the game is for each person to score as many points as possible.    

 

Setup: 

- He did it both in a cafeteria and a half-gym (needs to be a smaller space).  

- Need about one gator skin ball per two players and about one gymnastic mat per four 

players.  

- Set the gymnastics mats up in random places in the playing area.  

- Players are against the wall.  

- Toss the balls into the middle of the floor.  

 

Instructions: 

- On the signal to begin players run to the middle of the floor and try to retrieve a ball. 

- Each person plays for themselves.  

- Mats are places to hide behind but cannot be moved.  

- If a player hits another player below the waist with a ball that player scores one point. 

- Players should call out their cumulative score each time they score another point.  

- If a player is hit by a ball that player must sit down on the floor where they were hit. A 

down player cannot move from her spot but if a ball comes to her she can grab the ball. 

She can throw that ball at someone. If she hits someone else with that ball she is back up 

and the person she hit is down no points scored.  

- When there are too many players down stop the game and see who has the most points 

often students get so caught up in the game they forget about keeping score J .  
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Many Variations of “High Five” Tag 

By: Chris Wilson 

High Five Tag - Players freeze with hand up until someone un freezes them by giving them a high 

five. 

High TenTag - Players freeze with both hands up until someone un freezes them by giving them a 

high ten. 

Down Low Tag - Players freeze with both hands at waist height with palms up until someone un 

freezes them by giving them a low ten. 

Potato Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by giving them a fist on fist 

(Pound). 

Fries Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by giving them a fist that 

explodes into fingers (fries). 

Turkey Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by giving them a spread hand 

on fist to create a turkey. 

Snail Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by giving them a two finger 

peace sign to create snail antenae. 

Jelly Fish Tag- Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by giving them a pound and 

then pulses the hand away like a jelly fish. 

Big Jelly Fish Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by giving them a 

pound and then moving whole body away while pulsing. 

Muffin Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by giving them a fist under 

fist to look like a muffin. 

Shark Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by giving them a pound and 

then moving hand away like a shark, going back and forth. 

Hand Shake Tag - Players freeze with hand out until someone un freezes them by giving them a 

hand shake. 

Anaconda Tag - Players freeze with fist out until someone un freezes them by wrapping their hand 

around the fist like it is being swallowed. 

Hot Potato Tag - Players freeze with hand out sideways until someone un freezes them by giving 

them a tap on top with a fist and they return the tap. 

Fireworks Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by giving them a fist that 

explodes up into fireworks. 

Crack the Egg Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by placing a fist on 

top, tap the top with the other hand  and spread the hand out and down over the fist like the egg has 

been broken and is dripping. 

Mario Kart Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by making a fist with 

each hand with thumbs pointing in. Insert the thumbs inside the fist on either side and pretend to 

drive. 

Earphones Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by places a hand on either 

side to create earphones. Then they sing a line from a song. Maybe even throw in a dance step. 

Plunger Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by places a hand on the top 

like a cup and uses the other hand to suction the plunger. 

Dolphin Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by coming with a fist to 

hit and then opening hand and having it "dive" over the fist like a dolphin. 
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Tower Tag - Players freeze with fist up until someone un freezes them by placing a fist on top, 

followed by the frozen player placing the other fist on top, followed by the second player to 

create a hand stack tower. 

Shake & a Burger - Walk up to someone and say shake (shake their hand) and then put the other 

hand on top and say "and a burger" 

Squirrel Tag – Frozen player holds up a fist. In order to be unfrozen a player must run two 

fingers up the arm to the shoulder like a running squirrel. 

Science Tag - Frozen player holds up a fist and says SOLID. To be unfrozen, another player taps 

the fist and opens hand to drip like liquid and says LIQUID 

Star Wars Tie Fighter Tag - Frozen player holds out a fist and they are un frozen when a player 

comes up and holds an open palm on each side and says "Tie Fighter" 

Hand Hug Tag - Frozen player holds out a flat hand and they are un frozen when a player comes 

up and gives them a high five and they wrap thumbs around each others hand like a hug. 

Forum Ideas: 

Variations by Chris Wilson: 

ALL of these variations can also be used for elimination dodgeball games (team & individual). 

TEAM: One team on each side. If hit you sit dpwn with fist up until someone from your team 

free's you in the variation you suggest. 

INDIVIDUAL:  All in variation where you sit down when hit until someone saves you. 
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Mice House Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

About half the players partner up and stand across from each other holding hands--they are the 

Mice Homes. 

 

Most of the other players are mice, and two or three players (depending on the number of mice 

and the size of the playing area) are cats. 

 

Cats try to tag a mouse with a pool noodle. When successful the cat drops the noodle and the two 

switch roles, the mouse picking up the noodle and becoming a cat. 

 

Mice can be safe when they stand in between the arms of a Mouse Home. However, within five 

seconds of standing inside the mouse home, the mouse must hold the hands of one of the players 

and the player that is no longer holding hands becomes a new mouse. When a cat chases a mouse 

into a Mouse Home the can leaves in disgust and cannot stand around waiting for the new mouse 

to leave the home. 
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Mosquito Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

Play regular tag. The students who are it hold a pool noodle in front of their head (like a unicorn-

-I guess you could call it unicorn tag as well), and tag the others with their noodle. When tagged 

players switch positions. 

 

When I got thinking that mosquitoes are not actually a winter animal I thought you could also 

play icicle tag and the “Its” run and toss a full-sized noodle (icicle) at others. This game does 

mean players are human targets--but getting hit by a soft and flying pool noodle that does not fly 

straight does not seem too dangerous to me. 

Forum Ideas 

Variations: by Chris Wilson 

When players are tagged in Mosquito tag, they could be frozen until released. Other players need 

to come to them in pairs, hold hands around the frozen player and move hands up and down 

saying "Psssht, psssht....deep woods off". This would free the frozen player. 
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Parallel Tag 

By: John Byl 

I watched my students play a game of parallel tag today and cannot remember seeing it before. 

One person is IT. If a person is tagged they lay on the gym floor. To be freed, two people need to 

lay down on either side of the person at the same time and the person is free. If three people (or 

more) in the same area are tagged then they can lay beside each other and two people can free 

the three of them by laying at the two ends of the line. It sounds like there is too much "laying" 

around in this game but it was pretty action packed and served as a great warm up. 
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Partner Tag 
Carly Voortman 

Each player is to find a partner. The will attach by pool noodle (size of noodle should be half a 

pool noodle) with each partner holding one end of the pool noodle. 

 

One set of partners is it. In their outside free hand, they have another pool noodle, which they 

can tag players with.  

 

Once tagged, players have to freeze in that spot and hold their noodle up high. In order to 

become unfrozen, another team has to run under their noodle to free them.  

 

You can have more sets of partners as "it" depending on your class size.  
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Peace Tag 

By: Chris Wilson 

Tag has become another game that has been considered dangerous by some. Tagging becomes 

pushing which can cause injury. 

 

A simple solution that many of us use is pool noodles to tag with. Peace tag is an easy solution 

without equipment. Make a peace sign and have the taggers use the two fingers to tag. It is safe 

and the name suggests non violence. 
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Pogo Tag 

By: Chris Wilson  

 

At a workshop today I was inspired by Kim from Brantford who decided that lying on the 

ground during "Hot Dog Tag" was too difficult. She wanted to be a Pogo, so we adapted the 

game. Tagged players stand with hands above their head and yell, "I'm a Pogo, I need breading". 

Two players need to come and stand on either side and hold hands to "wrap" the pogo with 

breading to free them. 

 

Forum Ideas 

Variation by John Byl: 

I guess you could butter the corn as well. If you get tagged you are a cooked corn on the cob and 

must stand still calling for butter, Two players hold hands near the corn's head and lower the 

joined hands till the corn can jump out of the buttering pot and everyone is free again. 

 

Variation by Chris Wilson: 

You could also have a few students wearing yellow and red pinnies to represent mustard and 

ketcup. After the Pogo has been breaded they need to keep their arms up in the air to indicate 

they are still frozen, while they go and dip into the condiments to free themselves by touching 

them. 
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Rabbit Run 

Modified from BackPocket Games 

 

Objective: 

For the rabbits to collect as many carrots as possible 

 

Setup: 

Use a soccer field and have 3/4 of the players be rabbits and line up at one end of the field. The 

remaining 1/4 of the players are foxes. Place one hula hoop every ten metres/yards down the 

field (these are rabbit holes and one rabbit is safe in each of these holes).A leader stands at the 

end with a bag of small carrots. 

 

How to Play: 

On the signal to go the rabbits try to run across the field to collect a carrot, when successful they 

run back beside the field and try again from the start line. If a player is tagged they die and go to 

the side of the field--once any other rabbit collects a carrot, all the dead bunnies are revived and 

go to the start line to try again. A rabbit can safely stand inside a hula hoop. However, if another 

rabbit steps inside the hoop the rabbit that was first there must leave. 

 

The rabbit who won the most carrots wins. 

 

 

 

Great for an Easter game! 
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Scooter Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

Talking to a teacher last night I learned this new tag game--try it.  

 

All students sit on a scooter. If you have half of your scooters one colour (let's say red) and the 

other half another colour (let's say yellow), then make all the yellows IT. When a player on a 

yellow scooter tags anyone on a red scooter they switch scooters--you cannot tag the person you 

just switched scooters with. A great and fun warm-up that keeps everyone moving and laughing!  

 

If you do not have equal numbers of two colours but have a half-dozen of one colour make the 

players on those scooters the ITs. 
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Spider Monkey Tag 

By: John Byl 

“Spider Monkey” is a new variation of ball tag that can be played at any level. There are no 

teams and no sides. Players simply move about the court trying to eliminate other players by 

hitting them with a soft ball--sponges will work as well. Once eliminated, the player sits or 

kneels on the ground. A player gets back in the game by picking up a stray ball and hitting 

players still in the game--a hit player needs to sit or kneel. The spider monkey part comes in by 

passing the ball from eliminated player to eliminated player. As long as the ball is not dropped 

and assuming the ball hits a player in the game, all the players that passed the ball around are 

also free to return to the game. 

 

INPUT Oct 2011 
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Step Tag 

By: Chris Wilson 

 

Start the game with players scattered around the playing area a minimum arms length away from 

the closest person. "Leader" will blow the whistle or call step. Every participant must take a full 

step in any direction. It is your choice if you wish to approach or retreat. Everyone is it in this 

game. If you can tag anyone, they are eliminated. If you want everyone in, they could record a 

mark against them (clothes pin works well) and return to the game. "Leader" repeats the whistle 

or step call at short intervals and players MUST move a full step each time. If players tag each 

other they could both be eliminated or a winner could be decided with a quick game of RPS. 
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Sword and the Stone 

By: Jeremy Parsons 

In this game, participants are arranged in a circle. A receptacle like a milk crate or a garbage pail 

is put in the middle of the group ("the stone") along with a number of pool noodles ("the 

sword"). The swords must be placed within the stone to start the game.  

 

The game moderator then chooses one or two or three participants (depending on the number in 

the entire circle) to start the game. They go into the middle of the circle and take the sword out of 

the stone. It's fun to play with this and feign pulling a stuck sword out of the pail. Once the 

participant(s) have the sword in hand, they can run over to anyone in the circle and tag them with 

the sword (in the legs). Once tagged, that person then chases the sword carrier back to the stone.  

 

The sword carrier's job is to drop their sword back into the bucket and run back to the empty 

space in the circle before the tagged person can get them.  

 

The tagged person's job is to grab the sword out of the stone right away (once dropped in by the 

sword carrier), and tag the original sword carrier right away. If this is done, the tagged person 

can go back to their spot in the circle and the sword carrier continues to be "it". If this is not 

done, the tagged person then becomes the sword carrier and they are it. They then are to tag 

someone else and continue with the game.  

 

Once everyone in the circle has been tagged and has had a chance to actively participate, the 

game moderator can call the game over. Hilarity often ensues for everyone in the circle as they 

watch their friends being chased and chasing others all over the playing area.  

 

One other interesting point to mention is that if a sword carrier misses the pail in a frantic effort 

to put the sword back in the "stone", the entire group is encouraged to yell "Thy sword is not in 

thy stone!" in their best old English accents. This is a fun addition to the game and it helps those 

not directly involved in the circle to be more involved in the game. Once that line has been called 

out, the sword carrier must run back to their dropped sword and put it delicately back in the 

stone. This gives the opportunity for the tagged person to re-tag them as "it". 

 

Depending on the size of the group, multiple swords and multiple stones can be put into play at 

once. This allows for numerous "mini-games" so as to fully engage the greatest number of 

participants as possible.Tim Horton’s Tag 

By: Chris Wilson and D. Goode 

 

Tim Horton’s Tag can be played in the classroom or outside on the hard top or field.  The teacher 

will choose two or three students to be the taggers.  To start the game the teacher will call out a 

different mode of travel (e.g., skipping, speed walking, running).  The taggers will try to tag the 

other students either with their hand or a shorten pool noodle.  If you are touched by the tagger, 

you must freeze while pretending to hold a cup of coffee.  When another student sees this, they 

will come over and say, “Roll up the Rim.”  The student who is frozen must say, “It’s time for 
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Tims.”  At this point the student is unfrozen and allowed to move again.  Taggers are not allowed 

to tag people who are unfreezing other students.  Change taggers frequently.   

 

Forum Ideas 

Variation by John Byl:  

Add six players that have sugar cubes (a piece of foam). When a person is tagged and holding 

out their coffee cup, another player with a sugar cube needs to place the sugar cube on the 

outstretched coffee cup and then anyone else can free that sweetened coffee cup. The freed 

player now keeps the sugar cube and adds it to someone else's outstretched coffee cup so they 

can be freed. If all the players with a sugar cube are tagged, then the tagger wins the entire game 

because no one can be set free anymore. 

 

Variation by Chris Wilson: 

Once players are tagged, they could stand with feet planted and shake as much as possible (Too 

much caffeine). Another player must come up and de-caffeinate them by putting hands on 

shoulders to calm them. Then they are both free to go. 
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Tag and Laughter  

By: John Byl 

 

Here's a fun twist to almost any tag game. If the IT tags someone the IT and tagged person must 

stand facing each other and the IT has 15 seconds to make the tagged person smile or laugh (no 

touching). If the IT is unsuccessful the tagged person is free. Have several ITS and if someone is  

tagged that person becomes the new IT. 
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Tail Tag 

From: http://www.lin.ca/resource/html/jk41.htm 

 

Set all the players loose but three. They must try to tag the other players. When one player is 

caught, he must join his " tagger " and place his arms around their waist. Thus the team with the 

most members when all the players have been caught will be the winners. 
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Toilet Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

Toilet tag is simply a version of frozen tag with the person tagged going down on one knee, 

holding one hand slightly up, waiting for another player to come and push the hand down to 

flush the toilet and free the frozen player (toilet).  

 

Forum Ideas 

Variations by Chris Wilson: 

- When the toilet is flushed the toilet needs to spin around once before the toilet is free —

indicating the swirling water.  

- While the water is swirling the flusher needs to stay with the toilet and wash his hands 

- Rather than having a person just walk/run to the toilet and flush it, the flusher must first 

sit on the toilet ’s knee and then flush the toilet, then stand up and wash his hands while 

the toilet does a spin, then both are free again 

-  Spin the opposite direction for a European Toilet 

 

- Another variation is to have the frozen player place one hand directly out front to flush 

and the other hand straight up to represent the seat. To be unfrozen, you need to flush and 

then put the seat back down. 
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Wicket Soccer Tag 

By: John Byl 

 

Give a couple people a pool noodle; they are “its” and must tag everyone with the noodle. 

 

When a person is tagged that person stands in the location they were tagged and spread their legs 

to form a "wicket." 

 

There are about 10 soccer balls (or other balls) that players can kick and pass to each other. 

When a player kicks the soccer ball through a "wicket" the "wicket player" is free again. 
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Wild Card in Poker Tag 

By: Chris Wilson 

 

End to end poker tag has partners trying to get from one end of the gym to the other without 

being tagged. They can run separately, but if either are tagged it is an unsuccessful pass. If both 

make it, they get ONE card. After each round, players hold up their Poker hand and "IT" team 

select a new team to be it. After each round, all the players run again. Game continues until..... 

Option A - One team has five cards 

Option B - All teams have five cards 

Option C - Any team "calls" 

 

Now for the wild card. If you have an uneven number of players, select one person to be the wild 

card. If they get across they hold up hand and the first person to tag them (after an unsuccessful 

pass themselves) can use them as a wild card to complete the teams pass. 

 


